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About This Game

Ninja Guy, the humorous and quirky ninja action game has now come to Steam! This version includes all new exclusive
improvements such as refined gameplay, graphical post effects and Steam Achievements!

Ninja Guy has generated somewhat of a cult following on mobile and has amassed over 70,000 Ninja Guy fans on Facebook!
Now, the Ninjaverse has never looked as awesome with realtime dynamic lights and shadows, gorgeous screen effects, more

than twice the amount of enemies on screen and totally revamped gameplay to allow for super fun action using the Joypad or the
Keyboard / Mouse!

From a peaceful training village to a hell-like demon world, you control Ninja Guy! You will guide him on his bizarre and epic
quest to prove himself to the Holy Cow Sensei by bringing down an evil gargantuan Minotaur! You are Cow Sensei's last hope,

and final student .. Will you finally attain your Ninjaness?

Ninja Guy will have you laughing along to his almost never-ending supply of dim-witted Ninja catchphrases, such as the classic
"2 + 2 = NINZAAA!" Remember... Gun's don't kill people, Ninja Do!
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Title: Ninja Guy
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Immunity Studios
Publisher:
Immunity Studios
Release Date: 5 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6 GHz Processor (w/ SSE2 Instruction Set Support)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB Graphics Card, 1024x768 Minimum Screen Resolution, DX9 (shader model 2.0) capabilities; generally
everything made since 2004 should work.

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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This game has all the things it shouldn't have:

\u2022 A lot of exploding and flying stuff.

\u2022 A lot of things happening without clear reason (I feel like sometimes blocks are disappearing, and maybe appearing on
their own)

\u2022 Toys - what is this even for?

\u2022 Twitter support

\u2022 Lifes

While lacking things the game like this should have:

\u2022 Online scoreboard

\u2022 Decent help

\u2022 Clear rules

\u2022 A tutorial?

Basically its dr. mario with so much twists and effects that it's no longer easy to pick-up.. Was interesting at first, but it's a little
frustrating when you have dialogue options about things that haven't come up yet. Some puzzles are rather unclear in my
opinion, for instance the lock-picking. Uninstalled before finishing because the game glitched out, and when I'd open my save
I'd just have a black screen and an infinitely multiplying cursor. Not a huge loss, as I got it in a heavily discounted bundle.

For those of you who have trouble with the game window minimizing (and subsequently crashing) and Windows telling you that
it's not the right screen resolution, go to Windows Settings - System - Notifications & Actions: scroll down and put igfxtra.exe
on Off. It worked for me.. Overall a good game, feels somewhat harder, than AoF2, due to absence of optional fights
Can't normally play it though, game simply never loads third battle in "Rise of The Necromancer" company and 13 battle in
"The tale of Sir Edward" company.
Also, game is quite overpriced for it's poor stability (at least on windows)
Better take it with a good discount so you won't be much dissapointed when game will refuse to start\/load. (Sacred Citadel -
Jungle Hunt)

This launch-day DLC was basically cut from the main game and it really shows. The actual content is okay enough that I'm
actually going to give it a thumbs-up because of the price point vs. content - a full extra chapter, new maps added to all of the
previous chapters, and the ability to actually unlock half of the achievements in the game - so honestly, you should probably buy
it if you've been enjoying Sacred Citadel.

But you still shouldn't buy Sacred Citadel, because it's terrible.. I got the game from HB. This is a walking simulator game, not
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really interested with this kind of game although the story might looks interesting. I think it will be better if we create it into a
movie. Sorry, can't recommend if you dislike walking simulator.. Great game, even better if you grew up in the 70-80s. The
amount of different characters you recognise that you had forgot about is amazing. They have packed a lot of references in
there. I won't name them as half the fun is recognising them and shouting it out.
The game is an obvious clone of Paperboy but in my opinion it is much better and more fun to play. Plus you don't need a
bicycle controller to play it! I find it easier to play with a controller. Unfortunately the game does not support a controller but I
use Pinnacle to get around this. There are only 4 keys anyway so its not really an issue.
The difficulty level is spot on leading you to the feeling of "Just one more go" and one more go becomes 10 more goes etc...
Highly recommended at the full price.
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Don't get fooled by the first few missions. The game is unbeatable with the insane amount of enemies and
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t escort missions.. Best achievements ever :P. save yourself 13 dollars!

the game has an OK concept, and OK puzzles, but beyond that it's horribly broken, the puzzles are sometimes silly and almost to
the point of being frustratingly stupid. multiple levels are broken in the game, and feel rushed in general, not to mention the
devs not polishing the game for consumers

game crashed once or twice at loading screens, can't confirm it's a problem with the game, not sure if it's a commonly
experienced issue or not, devs left access to debug options using the F keys also, so you can enjoy the game in wireframe,
without lighting, or even without textures! the debug option of viewing the game with no lighting is the only way I was able to
complete the last level, due to it being completely pitch black, and the night vision functionality of my camera failing.

0.5/10 good for killing 4 hours of time. Toy Odyssey is what happens when you put Rogue Legacy and Toy Story together. The
game is incredibly well made from the top to the bottom. Character and mob animations and designs are great looking. The
soundtrack, ambiance, and sound design are all wonderful. The map generation isn't random and chaotic like many other
"Roguelite inspired" titles. And above all else, where it counts, the gameplay and core mechanics are as sound as we've seen in a
metroidvania platformer since Ori and the Blind Forest.

You play as Brand, a toy of a child that has been left alone in a part of the house overcome with an unknown darkness. You
must venture forth finding familiar friends and fighting toy foes that have been corrupted (prepare to hate spiders and marbles).
The RPG elements in the character building are phenomenal. They are incredibly basic simply just paying nuts, the games
currency, to upgrade either you weapons or 5 main body parts. Head, Body, Gloves, Cape, and Feet can all be upgraded through
a simply yet addicting leveling up process. You just dump money into them for upgrade points worth different amounts of stat
increases and passive abilities. For instance if you upgrade you feet enough, you get the beloved double jump.

And that is all without mentioning the base building in the game. While it feels very mobile at first with the amounts of time
that each upgrade takes (hours for many of them), they do progressively get easier as you go along. The only major downside
with the game from playing is just this. The fact that you have to wait numerous real time hours for an upgrade to finish. The
silver lining? It does continue to go with the game closed.

Overall, Toy Odyssey: The Lost and Found is my biggest hidden gem and surprise hit this year. It has easily climbed up onto my
Games of the Year list. Not sure where yet as I need to complete the game first, but after sinking several hours into this
delightful game, I needed to let the people of Steam know that it is worth a buy for any fans of Rogue Legacy style games or
Metroidvania style games.

Pros:
+ Fantastic art style and animation quality.
+ Sound design is spot on (wear headphones).
+ Addictive and fun gameplay and core elements.
+ Simplistic, yet, comfortable progression system.
+ Well worth the $15 price tag.

Cons:
- Slow base building mechanic initially.
- Few minor bugs (options settings not saving once the game is closed).
- SPIDERS and MARBLES! Ahhh!. I really adore this game. When I have those days where just nothing is fun, I play this.
Its so simple yet has enough options to make the game play vary from fast paced to totally casual and there is no fluff to get in
the way. The small size of the binary makes it quick and easy to play anywhere too!
One of my top ten steam games.. This game on steam do not work. I purchase it and haven't play a single game.. So I played
Tales of Escape for free because I really wanted an online VR escape room. First one was alright and then I heard this was a
good add-on. Bought it and it well beat my expectation. It is a long 100 minute multi room puzzle that really gets you thinking
and sets the mood. Great with playing with others. Totally worth the purchase.. Very elegant and lovely.. 10\/10, amazing game.
Atleast two people play it :). Developers are awesome and keep updating it, definetly worth money!
. Fun little arcade cardboard zombie shoother. Didnt expect much of this game but really, its a lot more fun than it seems at first
sight!
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